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use the word Joy as a city building objective and a key 

measurement of our urban experiments. We felt that the 

big challenges for cities, and humanity, was to overcome 

the growing feeling of isolation and not being connected 

to anything meaningful in society. If we can’t solve the 

issues of isolation and division, we will be crippled in our 

attempts to tackle the very large challenges that await us.  

Feeling a sense of joy with other community members, 

whom we may not even know, may be the first critical 

step to a better world.  

We could continue trying to describe joy for you, but we 

we think aspects of a New York Times article by Corina 

Knoll provides a vivid and practical example.  The article 

was entitled How New Yorkers Found Resolve After 

6 Months of Pandemic Hardship.  It tells the tale of a 

stretch of 34th Avenue in Jackson Heights in Queens that 

was severely hit by Covid-19.  The virus infected one in 

22 people and claimed 260 lives in the first wave.  That 

sounds like a strange place to find a definition of joy, but 

that is the surprising thing about joy – it’s a source of 

grit and an unabashed celebration of being connected to 

others. 

 

“This moment allowed us to realize we’ve become a com-

munity. And I just see more compassion. I’m more willing to 

say hi to my fellow stranger because we survived something 

together. If I see you, we make eye contact, I wave.”

This is JOY in action.  It’s not exactly bunny rabbits, 

sunshine, scented candles and murals of daisies.  It’s 

determined, gritty and at times hard work.  It takes 

experimentation and a commitment to the common 

good because at the end of the day, JOY is about being 

connected to the people and things that fill your life with 

purpose and make your world bigger.   

How do you define the meaning of joy?  This single and 

very short word contains a tremendous amount of emo-

tion and can have several applications.  When we started 

relating the word to the city building projects that HIP 

Developments was working on, we were using it as the 

emotional opposite of other words used to describe many 

North American mid-sized cities, such as predictable, 

dull, grey.  Those words conjure up powerful imagery 

and we wanted to attack those concepts with something 

equally powerful – Joy.  The audacity of joy as a city 

building objective and economic development strategy 

seemed like the only way to really get people’s attention.  

But is there more to the word?

In conversation with Mouna Andraos and Melissa 

Mongiat, principals at the Montreal public space and art 

installation company Daily Tour Les Jour, they shared 

the thought that joy was the act of falling, or being, in 

love with something/someone.  This was an interesting 

thought because it insinuated that “connection” was at 

the root of joy.  It involves more than yourself in isola-

tion.  This really provided enlightenment and inspiration 

for us.  And, it gave us the confidence to continue to 

 As the darkest days of the spring Covid wave began to 

ease, small rays of light began to show a new reality in 

the famously tough city.  People came outside and with 

them they brought their strollers, bicycles, wheelchairs 

and families. 

“A retired nurse planted purple corn and sunflowers in the 

median, and a group took up a daily bingo game. Regular 

Zumba classes cropped up, then English-language lessons. …

neighbors cheered one day when a boy finally got to remove 

his training wheels. Artists sketched murals in chalk next 

to picnics while children zipped through makeshift obstacle 

courses.”

This was the birth of a new resilience and vibrancy on a 

struggling street.  People redefined the idea of communi-

ty and how resources could be used.  

“…this is a moment of adaptation and improvisation. When 

people pool what they have to create something new. When 

they take unfamiliar steps away from what was to what can 

work now.”
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